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Abstra t:

With the introdu tion of the new generation of high speed routers,

and with the help of ow-aware tra

management, it be omes possible to

improve the Quality of Servi e, the Quality of Experien e for users and the
network e ien y for ISPs. An example of the ow-aware tra
is the Al atel-Lu ent Semanti

long-lived TCP ows are treated dierently.
with high priority and long-lived ows are
order to

management

Networking framework where short-lived and
Short-lived ows are pro essed

ontrolled on a per ow basis.

In

ontrol e iently the long-lived ows, it is useful to know an estimate

of the Round Trip Time (RTT). In the present work, we provide an online RTT
estimation algorithm whi h is passive and needs one-way tra
way tra

aware tra

management inside the network. To the best of our knowledge,

there was no online one-way tra
demonstrate high a

75%

only. The one-

requirement is essential for the appli ation of the algorithm for ow-

(resp.

99%)

RTT estimators.

Tests on the Internet

ura y of the proposed estimator. The results show that,

of the time, the RTT estimate is within

10%

(resp.

20%)

of

the RTT at the sour e.

Key-words:

RTT estimation, ow-aware networking, Lomb-S argle peri-

odogram
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Résumé : Grâ e au déploiement de la nouvelle génération de routeurs à grande
vitesse, il est dorénavent possible d'améliorer la Qualité de Servi e perçue par les
utilisateurs et l'e a ité du réseau en adoptant un ordonnan ement par ot. Un
exemple de ette appro he est le
ollaboration ave

on ept de Semanti Networking développé en

Al atel-Lu ent. Il s'agit i i de diéren ier le traitement des

ots selon leur durée. Ainsi, les ots
de longue durée sont

ontrlés au

ourts sont prioritaires alors que les ots

as par

as. Pour être e a e, le

ontrle d'un

Round

ot TCP de longue durée né essite une estimation du délai aller-retour (

Trip Time ou RTT).
Dans

e rapport, nous développons un algorithme pour l'estimation du RTT

qui peut être exé uté dans un routeur au

÷ur du réseau.

Cet algorithme

n'inje te pas de paquets dans le réseau et utilise uniquement le tra

observé

dans le sens sour e-destination. De plus, il s'exé ute en ligne produisant une
nouvelle estimation du RTT à

haque paquet du ot

onsidéré. L'algorithme

a été validé sur une plate-forme expérimentale et sur Internet. Les expérimentations menées montrent que l'algorithme prédit la valeur du RTT ave

une

grande pré ision.

Mots- lés :
Lomb-S argle

estimation du RTT, ordonnan ement par ot, périodogramme de
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1 Introdu tion
Customers' in reasing demand for better quality of servi e (QoS) and quality of
experien e (QoE) [5℄ have in reased the interest in te hniques for a tively managing and

ontrolling the tra

inside the network. With the introdu tion of the

new generation of high speed routers, it be omes possible to treat individually
a signi ant number of ows. An example of ow-aware tra
is Al atel-Lu ent's framework of Semanti

management

Networking; a detailed des ription

an be found in [10℄.
The framework Semanti Networking takes advantage of the

mi e -elephants

phenomenon. Many measurement studies have observed that the tra
proximately

omposed of two types of

ows, also known as

mi e

and

elephants.

It has been observed that the number

of ows of ea h type and the a tual tra
by the 80-20 rule: mi e a
volume of the tra

is ap-

onne tions: short-lived and long-lived
they generate

an be summarized

ount for the majority of the ows (80%), but the

asso iated to them represents

elephants (20% of the ows)

onvey

80%

20% of the total tra

, while

of the total tra . Re ent measure-

ments [5℄ show that this proportion is shifting to a 90-10 rule. Therefore, by
serving the short-lived ows with high priority one

an signi antly de rease

the number of a tive ows. The e ien y of su h approa h has been validated
by [2, 12℄. For the long-lived ows, it has been observed that the instantaneous
number of elephants present in the router is small, a tually only few hundreds
[8℄. This means that it is possible to manage long-lived ows on per ow basis. Su h an approa h

an give to an ISP a greater exibility in managing its

network, potentially in reasing its performan e and its e ien y and providing
ustomers with high QoS and QoE [10℄.
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One of the most important notions for a TCP ow is its aggressiveness that
is how fast a TCP

onne tion in reases its sending rate. Most deployed TCP

versions are based on a
that

ongestion window whi h limits the number of pa kets

an be sent during one Round Trip Time (RTT) and use a

ongestion

ontrol algorithm that a ts every RTT. This implies that the RTT is one of
the prin ipal parameters whi h determine the aggressiveness of a TCP ow,
and it needs to be taken into a

ount for the design of new ow-aware tra

management s hemes.
In this report, we present an algorithm for the

online

estimation of the RTT

by passively monitoring, in real-time, only one dire tion of a TCP ow. Spe ifi ally, our algorithm satises dierent

onstraints. The estimation is passive, as

the measuring point (e.g., the router) does not inje t pa kets into an existing
ow, nor does it alter their ow. The estimation is done in

real-time, sin

e the

ow rate and its rate growth should be instantaneously available at the measuring point.

This

onstraint implies that the used algorithms must be both

omputationally e ient and working in rementally as new pa kets arrive. In
other words, we need to nd e ient
a

urate results.

one dire tion

The last

online algorithms that provide su

iently

onstraint imposes the use of information on only

of a TCP ow.

One

annot assume that the monitoring point

sees pa kets in both dire tions as forward and reverse paths may be dierent.
Furthermore, even when forward and reverse tra
toring point,

do ow through the moni-

olle ting and real-time pro essing of two-way tra

ex essive load and

omplexity on the network

may impose

ards.

As we will dis uss in detail in the ensuing se tion on related work, none
of the existing methods for RTT estimation satises simultaneously the above
mentioned

riteria.

Our work makes the following important
for RTT estimation based on the tra

ontributions. We design a method

observed only in one dire tion.

method relies on spe tral analysis of the signal built

The

onsidering the inter-pa ket

times. The self- lo king me hanism of TCP introdu es

periodi

omponents into

the arrival times of pa kets. We use spe tral analysis to extra t su h periodi
omponents. There are dierent tools available for spe trum estimation, mainly
for regularly sampled data. The samples
spa ed, thus the

olle ted at the router are irregularly

hoi e is essentially limited, for either te hni al or

tional reasons, to the

Lomb periodogram.

spe tral analysis tool uses an oine approa h.

Our main

ontribution is the

development of an online version of the Lomb periodogram.
arrival, the estimation of the spe trum is updated with

N

is the length of the initial sequen e

the spe trum is

omputa-

The typi al implementation of any
At ea h pa ket

O(N ) operations, where

olle ted (the number of frequen ies in

2N ).

Another ontribution lies in the fundamental frequen y extra tion algorithm:
on e the estimation of the spe trum is done, we need to extra t the fundamental
frequen y that

orresponds to the inverse of the RTT. This is done using a

pattern mat hing te hnique that looks for the greatest

ommon divisor of a

subset of frequen ies.
We tested our estimation algorithm both on a

ontrolled testbed and on the

Internet. The results show that our solution is able to a

urately estimate the

±10% (resp. ±20%) of the true value
99%). The results given by our method-

RTT, the estimation error being within
with probability equal to
ology show a higher a

75%

(resp.

ura y with respe t to the results obtained in previous

INRIA
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studies (see Se tion 2 for a review of the literature), using less information,
namely pa kets owing in only one dire tion.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Se tions 2 and 3,
we present in detail our motivations and related works. In Se tion 4, we dis uss
the appli ation of spe tral analysis. In Se tion 5, we present our methodology
for the estimation of the RTT, des ribing the building blo ks that
the solution.

In Se tion 6, we highlight the issues related to the a

the estimation.

ompose
ura y of

In Se tion 7, we report the results of the evaluation of our

methodology. Finally, in Se tion 8, we present our

on lusions and dis uss some

possible extensions.

2 Related Work
The RTT estimation has been the subje t of many studies. The aim of these
studies is to understand the

hara teristi s of the TCP

onne tions in the In-

ternet, in order to study dierent aspe ts, su h as the rate-limiting fa tors or
the non- onforming TCP senders. These works
applied oine, sin e they are generally

onsider methods that

an be

omputationally intensive. For instan e,

the work of S. Jaiswal et al. in [6℄ is based on the re onstru tion of the TCP
ongestion window values, whi h requires to maintain a repli a of the TCP
sender's state. This work was later extended by J. But et al. in [4℄, maintaining
however the

omputational

omplexity.

Another example is the work of Y. Zhang et al. who propose in [17℄ a method
based on time

orrelation of samples: while the

omputational

omplexity is

similar to our approa h, the main problem is related to robustness, sin e the
results are strongly ae ted by noise, whi h impa ts the a

ura y of the RTT

estimation.
In [9℄, R. Lan e et al. make use of spe tral analysisthe basi

me hanism

used by our solutionas one of the possible steps for o-line estimation of the
RTT. In parti ular, the authors apply the spe tral analysis to a set of samples,
but they do not

onsider the

new samples arrive.

ontinuous, real-time update of the spe trum as

Moreover, the post pro essing of the spe trum for the

extra tion of the RTT is based on a simple evaluation of the frequen y with the
maximum power, whi h not always

orresponds to the fundamental frequen y.

In [16℄, B. Veal et al. propose a method based on the TCP timestamp option.
Our method does not rely on information provided by the proto ols, but it is
based only on the inter-arrival times of the pa kets. In [7℄, Jiang and Dovrolis
estimate the RTT using the rst pa kets of a onne tion, this method is therefore
not generally appli able to the

ontinuous monitoring of a

onne tion.

In [11℄, Y. Qi et al. propose a method for Bayesian spe trum estimation
based on Kalman ltering. Nevertheless, this method is not applied to RTT estimation. The main issue is its

omplexity: the lter gain

omputation requires
2.8
) (N is the
omplexity is approximately O(N
2.376
number of samples used); there exist algorithms with O(N
), but with mu h
a matrix multipli ation, whose

higher
has a

onstants, whi h makes them pra ti ally unusable.
omplexity of

O(N )

at ea h sample arrival, sin e

frequen ies in the spe trum (see Se tion 5), thus, if we
2
samples, the omplexity be omes O(N ).

RR n° 7124
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In summary, all the previous works have some limitations that make them
not appli able to the

ontext we are

onsidering: Sin e we are looking for real-

time (online) estimation of the RTT inside a router (see Se tion 3 for details),
the proposed methods
the low a
tra

annot be used for their

omputational

omplexity or

ura y. Note also that some methodologies (works in [6, 4, 16℄) use

aptured in both dire tions, and

orrelate pa kets with their a knowledg-

ments. Our methodology uses pa kets of only one dire tion (thus we use less
information) yet obtaining a more a

urate estimation of the RTT.

3 Motivations
The methods proposed so far for estimating the RTT have fo used on the evaluation of the

hara teristi s of the TCP

onne tions for monitoring purposes:

the interior monitoring point

olle ts pa kets from a router interfa e (e.g. from

both dire tions of a network

ard) and the tra es are analyzed oine. In this

report, we have a

ompletely dierent point of view.

RTT is a building blo k for a tively
We start

The estimation of the

ontrolling the tra

inside the network.

onsidering a ow-aware networking approa h, where routers are able

to manage ows rather than simply pa kets. This in turn opens the possibility
of exploring novel A tive Queue Management (AQM) te hniques in order to
e iently manage the router resour es.

3.1

Flow-Aware Networking

Customers' in reasing demand for better quality of servi e (QoS) and quality of
experien e (QoE) have in reased the interest in te hniques for a tively managing and

ontrolling the tra

inside the network. One su h approa h

treating ea h ow individually, where by ow we mean a
by the

alls for

onne tion identied

lassi al ve-tuple of proto ol ID, sour e and destination addresses and

ports. Considering a ow as the basi

entity to deal with, rather than single

pa kets, has a bene ial impa t on s alability, exibility and operational

om-

plexity. For a detailed view of the ow-aware networking approa h the interested
reader is referred to [10℄. Here we

onsider the pra ti al implementation of su h

an approa h, and in parti ular the stru ture of a
The basi

ar hite ture

ow-aware

onsidered is depi ted in Fig. 1.

router.
There is a single

physi al buer that is divided into a number of virtual queues, one of whi h has
high priority and the others have low priority. Flows are sorted into two
whether they are short-lived or long-lived ows. The basi

lasses,

idea is to put all the

short-lived ows in the high priority queue, and to assign a low priority queue
to ea h of the long-lived ows. When a new ow arrives, it is initially treated
as short-lived.

If the

umulative number of pa kets of a given ow rea hes

a threshold, this ow is then

onsidered as an elephant, i.e., its pa kets are

1 Low priority queues

enqueued in a low priority queue asso iated to this ow.

are served in a round robin fashion or a similar s heduling poli y.

1 There exist a number of dierent me hanisms to promote a ow to elephant, mainly
probabilisti

methods.

For instan e, ea h arriving pa ket is

ompared with one or more

pa kets randomly pi ked from the buer: if the pa kets belong to the same ow, then this
ow

an be

onsidered with high probability an elephant.

INRIA
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High Priority Queue

Low Priority Queues

Figure 1: Buer management: basi
ows (90% of the ows,

10%

s heme of a ow-aware router. Short-lives

of the total tra ) are stored in a single high-

priority queue, while ea h long-lived ow has a low-priority queue. Low priority
queues are served in a round-robin fashion.

It has been observed in [8℄ that the number of

on urrent long-lived ows

at a router is of the order of hundreds. This means that it is possible, with the
urrent te hnology, to individually manage these ows.
arry
a

90%

of the total tra , by

Moreover, sin e they

ontrolling elephants, it is possible to manage

urately the available resour es.

3.2

Novel AQM Poli ies

Flows for large data transfers use TCP to

ompete for bandwidth. More spe if-

i ally, they use window based

ontrol, where ea h ow in reases its

ongestion

sending rate until a pa ket loss is dete ted (or an expli it

ongestion noti ation

is re eived). Conventional routers that are not ow-aware
ness under high tra

loads, espe ially when the

annot insure fair-

ompeting ows have dierent

RTTs [3, 1℄.
With ow-aware routers, there is the possibility of new ow-aware queue
management algorithms

apable of proa tively

to predi t the behavior of a ow
In the
drop or

ase of a TCP

ontrolling ea h ow. Being able

an be very useful in order to a hieve this goal.

onne tion, its future behavior (in the absen e of a pa ket

ongestion signal) is di tated by the in rease of the

The rate of the in rease depends on the RTT, as the

ongestion window.

ongestion window is

in remented by one or more pa kets ea h RTT. Therefore, tra king in real time
this parameter is a fundamental step in predi ting the evolution of a ow. While
the RTT is available at the sender,

urrent TCP versions do not propagate this

information to the routers; only experimental proto ols like XCP

onvey this

information expli itly.
Furthermore, if the RTT is known, it is possible to better estimate the ow
rates: by averaging the number of pa kets re eived within an interval equal to
RTT it is possible to

RR n° 7124
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RTT

router

averaging interval
(≈ estimated RTT)

Figure 2: Rate estimation using the RTT: a fair estimation of the RTT allows

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
415

Rate (pkt/s)

Rate (pkt/s)

for a stable estimation of the rate.

using the RTT
fixed large interval (4s)
420

425
time (sec)

430

435

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
415

using the RTT
fixed small interval (0.2s)
420

425
time (sec)

430

435

Figure 3: Rate estimate using the estimated RTT, ompared with the same using
two xed averaging intervals: large interval (left) and small interval (right).

smaller value of the averaging interval results in a u tuation of the estimate,
while a bigger value does not allow for a prompt dete tion of rate
(e.g., due to dropped pa kets).

hanges

This is illustrated in Fig. 3, whi h shows an

experiment's rate estimation made with our estimation tool ( f. Se tion 5),
ompared with the same using xed averaging intervals; the experiment is exp1;
f. Se tion 7.
If the information about the rate and its growth is made available at the
router, it is then possible to design novel AQM poli ies that take into a
this information. For instan e,

onsider the s enario with two

that are saturating the available bandwidth, i.e., the buer o

ount

ompeting ows
upation starts

in reasing. Assume that both ows have, at a given point in time, the same
instantaneous rate, but dierent RTTs (whi h means the instantaneous ow
rates have dierent

growth

rates).

The router may de ide to mark/drop in

advan e pa kets belonging to one or both ows, before the buer be omes full.
By knowing the RTT, it is possible to

hoose, for instan e, the more aggressive

ow, i.e., the ow with the smaller RTT.
While the study of novel AQM poli ies is not the fo us of this report, we
highlight that the estimation of the RTT represents an important building blo k
for su h poli ies. Note that previously proposed s hemes (e.g.
be used in su h a

ontext, sin e they assume to have a

[6, 4℄)

annot

ess to the tra

both dire tions. Su h solutions would be te hnologi ally and

in

omputationally

infeasible inside a router, sin e they require the router itself not only to

orrelate

pa kets with their a knowledgments, but also to do so in real-time, in order to
make the information available, in real-time, for

orre tly applying the AQM

poli y.
In summary, while the RTT estimation is a well
te hniques are available for the
the RTT, using the tra

overed area of resear h, no

ontinuous, real-time and passive estimation of

of one dire tion.

INRIA
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4 A methodology Based on Spe tral Analysis
The self- lo king me hanism of TCP introdu es

periodi

omponents into the

arrival times of pa kets, the main one being the RTT. The basi

idea of the

RTT estimation is to use spe tral analysis to extra t su h periodi

omponents.

With spe tral analysis, it is possible to build an estimation of the spe trum
of a signal starting from a nite sequen e of samples. There is a large set of
useful methods suitable for dierent s enarios [14℄. In order to
method, the rst step in spe tral analysis is to identify the

signal

hoose the best

hara teristi s of the

whose spe trum is to be estimated.

In our

ase, the signal is the pa ket inter-arrival time of the ow at hand.

This signal is sampled at ea h pa ket arrival. More pre isely, at the arrival of the

k th pa ket of the ow at hand, a new sample of the signal is omputed, namely
hk := tk − tk−1 , with k ≥ 1 where tk is the arrival instant of the k th pa ket and
t0 := 0. Sin e samples are taken at pa ket arrivals, the sequen e hk is unevenly
spa ed. The signal is said to be

irregularly

sampled (also unevenly sampled or

nonuniformly sampled). While the literature on regularly sampled data proposes
many e ient methods to estimate the signal's spe trum, the proposed solutions
for irregularly sampled data have been found to be impra ti al [15℄: The

hoi e

of spe tral analysis for irregularly sampled data is essentially limited, for either
te hni al or

periodogram.

omputational reasons, to the

The periodogram is simply the Dis rete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the nite sequen e. In

ase of irregularly sampled data, the periodogram is

omputed

using the Lomb-S argle method [13℄ and it is generally referred to as the Lomb
periodogram.

The periodogram has well-known limitations [14℄: (i) it is not

possible to distinguish two sinusoidal

omponents whi h are too

lose (low res-

olution), and (ii) the varian e of the estimation error at a given frequen y does
not de rease as the number of samples used in the
onsistent estimator).
e ient solution in
to large dynami

omputation in reases (non-

Despite these limitations, the periodogram remains an

ase of well-separated sinusoids in white noise and medium

range [15℄. The dynami

range is dened as the ratio between

the maximum and the minimum power values, usually measured in de ibel. A
dynami

range between 20 dB and 30 dB (i.e., between two to three orders

of magnitude between the maximum and the minimum power) is said to be
medium; if it is greater than 30 dB, then it is said to be large.
In our

ase, the signal

hk ,

tains a single strong sinusoidal
RTT, or it does not

the inter-arrival times of the pa kets, either
omponent, with large dynami

ontain any periodi ity ( onsider the

ase of a ow that has

rea hed the bandwidth-delay produ t, where pa kets form a
In the latter

ontinuous stream).

ase, no method based on spe tral analysis is able to extra t the

RTT: only methods based on the analysis of the tra
worka

on-

range, due to the

ase that we

annot

in both dire tions would

onsider sin e a ow-aware router has a

real-time only to one dire tion. Thanks to the

ess in

hara teristi s of the signal

hk ,

the periodogram does represent a good estimator.
A problem

ommon to all the methods for spe tral analysis (for either reg-

ularly or irregularly sampled data, in luding the periodogram) is that they are
based on oine algorithms: they

onsider a sequen e of

build an estimation of the spe trum. If the signal is
samples, it is divided into subsequen es of

N

N

N

samples and the methodology is

applied to ea h subsequen e separately. While this approa h

RR n° 7124

samples and they

omposed of more than

an be suitable for
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online

fundamental

Lomb-S argle

frequen y

periodogram

extra tion

hk

f0

f0

running
average

Figure 4: The RTT estimation pro ess: after the update of the spe trum estimation, the fundamental frequen y is extra ted. The estimation of the RTT is
the inverse of the fundamental frequen y

traditional analysis of signals, it

f0 .

annot be applied in

ase of RTT estimation

by a ow-aware router. It may take several RTTs before being able to
samples (typi al values of
is not able to

N

olle t

N

are 256, 512 or 1024). If the RTT varies, the router

orre tly follow these variations, leading to a wrong estimation of

the ow rates, with negative

onsequen es on the e ien y of the AQM poli ies.

It is extremely important to have a spe trum estimation methodology that
works in real time, i.e., that is able to update the estimate at ea h pa ket
arrival. The solution should also be

omputationally e ient. The simpli ity

of the periodogram helps in designing an

online

version of the method. All the

other methods (even the more advan ed ones re ently proposed for irregular
sampled data, see [15℄) are based on
be translated into

omplex optimized algorithms, and

annot

orresponding online versions.

In summary, among the dierent methods for spe tral analysis, the periodogram represents the only



hoi e for two reasons:

the stru ture of the signal

hk

(with a single strong sinusoidal

omponent)

makes the periodogram a su iently good estimator, over oming its limitations;



the periodogram allows for the

reation of an e ient online version of the

algorithm, something not possible in the

ase of irregularly sampled data

with other proposed spe tral analysis approa hes.
The spe tral analysis represents the basi

building blo k of our RTT estima-

tion method: the whole estimation pro ess is

omposed of dierent steps that

we des ribe in detail in the following se tion.

5 Estimation Pro ess
At ea h pa ket arrival a new sample is added to the sequen e

hk .

The estimation

pro ess takes as input the new pa ket arrival time and updates the

urrent

estimation of the RTT. Figure 4 shows the fun tional blo ks of the estimation
pro ess.
Given a periodi

dis rete signal, with period

T0 and frequen y f0 = 1/T0 , the
f0 , 2f0 , 3f0 , . . ., where

periodogram of the signal presents peaks at frequen ies

f0

is

alled the

fundamental frequen y.

periodogram is not ne essarily at

f0 ,

In general, the highest peak in the

but it

an be at any multiple of

f0 ;

there-

fore, it is not su ient to look for the largest peak in the spe trum to nd

f0 .

For this reason, we need another module to extra t the fundamental frequen y.

INRIA
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This module takes as input a list of the spe trum peaks and the average of the
previous estimations. The fundamental frequen y is extra ted with a patternmat hing te hnique. Basi ally, after smoothing the periodogram through a lowpass lter, we take the largest
in the list that is the least

5.1

W

peaks and iteratively sear h for the frequen y

ommon divisor of the other frequen ies in the list.

Online Lomb Periodogram

The Lomb-S argle periodogram [13℄ is built using

N

samples are

N

samples. On e the initial

olle ted and the Lomb periodogram is built, every time a new

pa ket arrives, the oldest sample is removed and the new sample is used to
update the Lomb periodogram.
The oine version of the Lomb periodogram takes

O(N log N )

operations.

To the best of our knowledge, no online implementation (i.e., update of the
periodogram as the samples arrive) exists, so we had to devise one.
online

The power spe trum (Lomb periodogram), at angular frequen y
at the

For the

omputation, we start from the denition of the Lomb periodogram.

k th

sample with

k ≥ N,

ω := 2πf ,

and

is


2

N
−1

X




(hk−j − h̄k ) cos ω(tk−j − τk )



j=0
1
PkN (ω) :=
N
−1
2σk2 
X



cos2 ω(tk−j − τk )




j=0


+

N
−1
X



(hk−j − h̄k ) sin ω(tk−j

j=0

N
−1
X

2 





− τk ) 




sin2 ω(tk−j − τk )

j=0

where

h̄k

and

σk2

are the mean and varian e of the

N

last samples of the sequen e

hk :
h̄k

:=

σk2

:=
=

and where

τk

N −1
hk − hk−N
1 X
hk−i = h̄k−1 +
;
N i=0
N

(2)

N −1
N
1 X 2
h
−
h̄2
N − 1 i=0 k−i N − 1 k
2
σk−1
+

is the solution of


h2k − h2k−N
N
h̄2k−1 − h̄2k ,
+
N −1
N −1
PN −1

i=0
tan(2ωτk ) = PN
−1
i=0

The summations in (2) and (3)

RR n° 7124

(1)










sin 2ωtk−i
cos 2ωtk−i

.

(3)

(4)

an be e iently updated at ea h pa ket arrival.
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The periodogram (1) is evaluated for a number of frequen ies equal to

2N . In parti ular, we ompute the minimum frequen y at arrival of pa ket
k , fkmin, onsidering the interval of time of the N urrent samples, i.e., fkmin =
1/ (tk − tk−N +1 ). The maximum frequen y, fkmax , is derived from the Nyquist
max
theorem: sin e we have N samples, we obtain fk
= N2 fkmin . The interval
f max −f min

[fkmin , fkmax ] is divided into 2N values, obtaining ∆ω = 2π k 2N k
N
min
ompute Pk (ωi ) for every ωi = 2πfk
+ i∆ω , i = 0, . . . , 2N − 1.

. Thus, we

The power spe trum is to be updated at ea h pa ket arrival. Sin e the values
of τk and

h̄k

hange at ea h pa ket arrival, the summations in (1) must be always

re omputed. This

an be avoided by de omposing (1) using basi

trigonometri

properties. We dene

Φk :=

N
−1
X

hk−j cos(ωtk−j ) − h̄k

N
−1
X

hk−j sin(ωtk−j ) − h̄k

N
−1
X

N
−1
X

sin(ωtk−j );

j=0

j=0

Φ∗k :=

cos(ωtk−j );

j=0

j=0

Γk :=

N
−1
X

cos(2ωtk−j );

j=0

Γ∗k :=

N
−1
X

sin(2ωtk−j ).

j=0

Note that

Φk , Γk , Φ∗k

and

Γ∗k

are simple summations that

an be updated at

ea h pa ket arrival in a similar way as done for (2)-(3). We

an then rewrite

the Lomb periodogram as follows:

PkN (ω)

1
=
σk2

(

2

[Φk cos(ωτk ) + Γk sin(ωτk )]
+
N + Φ∗k cos(2ωτk ) + Γ∗k sin(2ωτk )

[Γk cos(ωτk ) − Φk sin(ωτk )]2
+
N − Φ∗k cos(2ωτk ) − Γ∗k sin(2ωτk )
When a new pa ket

k arrives, the values of h̄k , τk , σk2 , Φk , Γk , Φ∗k

mediately updated, and the Lomb periodogram is re omputed a

)

.

(5)

and

Γ∗k

are im-

ordingly. The

number of operations ne essary at ea h pa ket arrival is O(N ), sin e updating
h̄k , τk , σk2 , Φk , Γk , Φ∗k and Γ∗k takes O(1) and we have 2N angular frequen ies
ω.
For illustration purposes, we depi t in Fig. 5 the periodogram
using (5) on a Caida tra e. Ea h graph

the fundamental frequen y is indi ated with a double

5.2

omputed

orresponds to a single snapshot where
ross.

Fundamental Frequen y Extra tion

The out ome of the

omputation of the Lomb periodogram is usually

with many lo al maxima and a global maximum that not always
to the fundamental frequen y

f0 :

sometimes the global maximum

noisy,

orresponds
orresponds

to a frequen y multiple of the fundamental one (see for instan e Fig. 5). The

INRIA
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Figure 5: Periodogram of Caida tra e

operations performed

13

out4-pkt24595 at

at ea h pa ket arrival

by the Fundamental Frequen y

Extra tion module on the updated periodogram
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three points in time.

an be summarized as follows:
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Periodogram smoothing. A basi
quen e that

low-pass FIR lter is applied to the se-

omposes the Lomb Periodogram: in parti ular, the lter is a mov-

ing average lter of order three. We have tested dierent orders for the lter
obtaining similar results, as long as the order is not too high (e.g., greater than
8), sin e the smoothing ee t de reases the dynami

Peak dete tion. We

range.

onsider the value at frequen y

greater than the values at frequen ies

fk+1

and

fk−1 ;

fk

to be a peak if it is

the dete ted peaks are

put in a peak list.

Peak pruning and ordering.
values are not the top
is

W

We remove from the list the entries whose

W = 10.

largest peaks, with

The parameter

W

ongurable: in all our experiments, the number of peaks in the spe trum

was between 15 and 25, but only a subset of them were su iently strong
(one order of magnitude greater than the white noise).
average

By

hara teristi s of the TCP ows observed in [6℄, we

this value

an

onsidering the
on lude that

an be applied in general. From the peak list, we remove also some

frequen y values

onsidering the following boundary

onditions: the RTT should

be greater than 2 ms and less than 500 ms. In [6℄, it has been observed that

70%

of the ows have RTT smaller than 500 ms. The list is then ordered by

frequen y, smallest rst.

Multiple frequen y sear h. Starting from the smallest frequen y in the list,
we evaluate if the other frequen ies in the list
frequen y.

an be a multiple of the

onsidered

If we nd at least two multiples, this step ends and returns the

estimated fundamental frequen y

f0 .

Otherwise it goes on with the following

value in the list. If no fundamental frequen y is found, this step returns a

NULL

value.

Comparison. We ompare the output with the average of the previous estima-

NULL

f 0 . If the urrent estimation is not
, we onsider the ratio between
urrent estimation and the average of the previous estimations, r = f0 /f 0 .

tions,
the

In [6℄, the authors show that, in

95%

of the ows, the ratio between the max-

imum and the minimum RTT is less than
algorithm returns

f0

3/2.

Thus, if

2/3 < r < 3/2,
f 0.

the

and terminates. Otherwise, it returns

The output of this module is then the estimated fundamental frequen y
whose inverse is the estimated RTT.

6 On the Estimation A ura y
In this se tion, we

onsider the problem of

what

a tually we are measuring when

we apply our methodology. Due to many fa tors, the instantaneous RTT (at the
sour e) may be highly variable: part of the RTT, in fa t, is due to the queueing
delay inside routers.

When queues start growing, the delay in reases.

pa kets of a ow are dropped, the rate is halved (this is the

When

ase of many TCP

implementations) and the delay suddenly de reases. Sin e the measuring point
is in between the sour e and the destination of a ow, the estimated RTT will
be always dierent from the real RTT measured at the sour e. The dieren e
depends mainly on the

variability

of the RTT and the delay between the sour e

and the measuring point. Assume that the dierent ights of TCP pa kets are

i of pa kets is RTTi , while
∆RTT. We dene ∆RTT as the

well separated. The RTT measured for the ight
the RTT of the ight

j

is RTTj = RTTi +

INRIA
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RTT at
the sour e

RTT

e2

e1
r1
t1

estimated
RTT

r2
t2

time

Figure 6: Errors in the RTT estimation pro ess: a highly variable RTT indu es
bigger instantaneous estimation errors.

variability of the RTT. If

∆RTT is small w.r.t.

the RTT (for instan e, the mean

RTT), then the estimation error would be small. Figure 6 shows an example.
Ea h point in the gure represents a ight of TCP pa kets.

Before

t1 ,

the

variability of the RTT is low and the estimation error is limited, independently
from the delay between the sour e and the measuring point.
If

∆RTT

is

omparable to the RTT, the estimation error depends strongly

on the position of the measuring point. For instan e, if the measuring point is
lose to the sour e, the estimation should follow
measuring point is

losely the variations. If the

lose to the destination (as in the

ase shown in Fig. 6) the

error may be signi ant.
Sin e our method uses the tra

of only one dire tion, it is not possible to

know the delay between the sour e and the measuring pointmethods based
on the two-way tra

would be able to re onstru t su h information. Therefore

we are not able to evaluate if the instantaneous error in the estimation is due
to the delay or to the a

ura y of the spe tral analysis. In order to lter out

the error due to the delay, we may take the mean values of the RTTs (real and
estimated) on a short time frame.
Another problem related to the estimation pro ess is due to the averaging
ee t of the spe tral analysis.
samples, sudden
samples may

Sin e the spe trum is built using the last

hanges in the RTT may not be dete ted.

ontain 5-8 TCP ights.

In fa t the

N
N

If the variability of the RTT is high,

hanging for instan e every 3-4 ights, then the spe trum will

ontain samples

with dierent RTTs, and the estimated fundamental frequen y may not follow
losely the RTT variation.

This se ond

ontribution to the error

annot be

solved by averaging the RTT values. In the following se tion, we will evaluate
to what extent these issues inuen e the RTT estimation.

7 Numeri al Results
We validated our methodology with experiments both in a

ontrolled environ-

s p transfer between
t pdump at two points:

ment and over the Internet. We fo us on a single long-lived
a sour e and a destination and we
(i) at the sour e, where we

olle t tra es with

apture the tra

in both dire tions, in order to

have the pa kets and their a knowledgments; (ii) at a measuring point between
the sour e and the destination, where we re ord the pa kets in one dire tion.
In addition to the observed long-lived

sp

transfer, there are dierent ows on

the path between the sour e and the destination: In the
ross-tra

RR n° 7124

ows are generated by

sp

transfers.

ontrolled testbed, the
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The tra es

olle ted at the sour e are post-pro essed

omputing the instan-

taneous RTT and the smoothed RTT using an exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) algorithm whose parameter

α

is set to 1/8 (see RFC 2988).

Note that the RTT is updated for every pa ket without

onsidering retransmit-

ted pa kets.
The tra es

olle ted at the measuring point are analyzed using our solution.

For the spe tral analysis, the length of the sequen e

onsidered is

N = 256.

The

spe tral analysis, along with the fundamental frequen y extra tion, gives the estimation of the instantaneous RTT. Similarly to TCP, we

ompute a smoothed

estimated RTT through an EWMA algorithm with parameter

α = 1/8.

Here-

inafter, we will use the general term RTT to refer to the smoothed value of
the RTT (at the sour e and estimated).
The le size used for the testbed and for the Internet experiments is 120
MBytes.

From the samples of the RTTs we

reate the empiri al Cumulative

Distribution Fun tion (CDF). From this empiri al distribution we

an derive

any performan e index of interest, su h as the mean RTT and the varian e of
the RTT.
In order to evaluate the a

ura y of the estimation pro ess over time, we

onsider the error between the estimation and the real RTT. To over ome the
issues highlighted in Se tion 6, we

onsider the means of the RTTs (estimated

and at the sour e) taken over small, non overlapping, intervals.
we

ompute the mean RTTs every 5 se onds and we

In pra ti e,

ompute the error of the

estimate dened as
error

=

mean estimated RTT

From the error, we build the

7.1

− mean

RTT at the sour e

mean RTT at the sour e

.

orresponding empiri al CDF.

Controlled Environment

We rst

onsidered a testbed set up at INRIA using Dell Pre ision 380 worksta-

tions running Fedora Linux version 10 (kernel 2.6.27). The topology is shown
in Fig. 7: all ma hines are dire tly

onne ted as shown (using Ethernet

ables)

and there is no outside tra . Given that the propagation and pro essing delay
are very small, we introdu e random delays between the ma hines.
between the sour e of the tra
distributed on

[50 − d1 , 50 + d1 ]

link between the ma hines

[25 − d2 , 25 + d2 ]

ms, where

All the links have a
between the ma hines

ross
d2

and the ma hine
ms, where
and

btlnk

d1

ross

The link

has a delay uniformly

is set to either 5 or 40 ms. The

has a delay uniformly distributed on

is set to either 5 or 20 ms.

apa ity of 100 Mbps (fast Ethernet) ex ept the link

btlnk

and

dest

whi h is

apped to 10 Mbps in order to

a t as the bottlene k link. The random delays and the

apa ity limitations are

implemented using the Netem kernel module. Throughout the experiments we
expli itly

ongured the sender to use Reno TCP and not Cubi

option for kernel 2.6.27).
The main ow we
additional

ross tra

(the default

sour e and dest. We add
dest, starting from sour e and from ross. We
pa kets' arrivals at the ma hine btlnk. Table 1

onsider is between ma hines
dire ted to

have a measuring point of the

summarizes the experiments done.
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sour e

dest

bw: 100 Mbps
delay (in ms):

bw:
10 Mbps

[50 − d1 , 50 + d1 ]
bw: 100 Mbps
delay (in ms):

ross

[25 − d2 , 25 + d2 ]

Figure 7: S heme of the testbed: the
ow, dashed lines represent the

btlnk

ontinuous line represents the observed

ross tra .

Table 1: Conguration of the testbed experiments
experim.

#

d1

d2

12

5

5

6

5

5

3

9

5

5

3

9

40

20

ross ows

ID

sour e → dest

exp1

0

exp2

2

exp3
exp4

#

ross ows

ross → dest

350

RTT (msec)

300
250
200
150
100
320

RTT at the source
estimated RTT
330

340
350
time (seconds)

360

370

Figure 8: Example of the RTT measured at the sour e and the estimated RTT
(exp2).

Figure 8 shows an example of the output of one experiment (exp2). For ea h
pa ket, we

ompute the RTT at the sour e and its estimation at the measuring

point. We have found that the estimated RTT is of the same order of magnitude
as the real RTT, even though it seems to be less variable than the RTT at the
sour e.

As explained in Se tion 6, this is due to the averaging ee t of the

spe tral analysis that uses the last observed 256 pa kets (whi h in lude 5-8
ights) for the spe trum estimation.
While this representation shows that the estimation and the real RTT are
lose, we need to

RR n° 7124

hara terize in detail the performan e of the algorithm.
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1

RTT at the source
estimated RTT

Empirical CDF

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

50

100

150 200 250
RTT (msec)

300

350

400

Figure 9: Empiri al CDF of the RTT measured at the sour e and the estimated
RTT (exp2).

Table 2: Mean and varian e of the RTT (real and estimated): Testbed experiments
exp.

RTT at the sour e (s)

ID

mean

exp1

0.2795

exp2

0.2760

exp3

0.2782

exp4

0.2752

varian e
−3
1.8476 10
−3
1.8431 10
−3
1.6236 10
−3
2.6997 10

estimated RTT (s)
mean

varian e
−5

0.2814

9.4612

0.2706

1.4061

0.2792

3.5682

0.2875

5.4265

10
10−4
10−6
10−4

In order to minimize the ee ts of the lag time between the RTT samples
olle ted at the sour e and at the measuring point, we

onsider the empiri al

umulative distribution fun tion (CDF) of the RTTs built from the samples.
Figure 9

ompares the two empiri al CDFs (exp2): both CDFs share approx-

imately the same support, i.e., the estimation lies in the same interval of the
real RTT.
In Table 2 we report the mean and the varian e obtained from the empiri al
CDFs of the RTTs (real and estimated). While the real RTT has more variability, the estimated RTT is more stable, due to the averaging ee t of the spe tral
analysis.
Another performan e index we are interested in is the error in the estimation:
as Fig. 10 shows, in experiments exp1exp3, the estimate lies within
true value with probability
a

95%.

In the worst

urately estimate the RTT with an error in

equal to

75%,

and with an error in

[−20%, 20%]

10% of the

ase, our solution is able to

[−10%, 10%]

with probability

with probability equal to

99%.
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exp1
exp2
exp3
exp4

0.8
Empirical CDF

19

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-30

-20

-10

0
error (%)

10

20

30

Figure 10: Empiri al CDF of the error between the RTT measured at the sour e
and the estimated RTT (testbed).

The results given by our methodology show a higher a
to the results obtained in previous studies (e.g.
obtained observing the tra
require to
a

olle t tra

[6℄):

ura y with respe t

our results have been

in one dire tion, unlike the results of [6℄ whi h

in both dire tions. In summary, we are able to nd an

urate estimation of the RTT using less information w.r.t. previous works,

and most noti eably, our method works online.

7.2

Internet Experiments

In this se tion, we show the results of experiments using three ma hines
ne ted through Internet (Fig. 11).

hop1 )

(Fran e), the intermediate ma hine (

is at University of Trento (Italy)

while the destination is at Eure om (Fran e).
one between
The tra

sour e

and

hop1,

on-

The sour e is at INRIA Sophia Antipolis

and one between

We

hop1

reated two SSH tunnels,

dest.
hop1, where

and the destination

generated from the sour e passes through the tunnel at

pa kets interarrivals are measured, and rea hes the destination. We performed
two experiments: the rst was done on Sunday 3 May 2009 at 12 PM CEST,
whereas the se ond was done on a week day, namely Monday 4 May 2009, at
10 AM CEST. The

sp

transfer of the 120 MBytes le took 145 se onds in

the rst experiment and 372 se onds in the se ond experiment. Hen e, we will
respe tively use the terms o-peak and peak to refer to these experiments.
Table 3 shows the mean and the varian e of the RTTs (real and estimated)
for the two o-peak and peak experiments. It is interesting to observe that
the mean RTT is larger during the o-peak hour than during the peak hour.
This is most likely due to a
experiments where

hange in the routing between the two days the

ondu ted in.

The high variability of the peak hour results in a higher error, that is not
smoothed by

onsidering the overall mean. The reason

an be understood look-

ing at Fig. 8: the estimation algorithm often does not dete t sudden de reases
of the RTT. When the drops in the RTT o

ur, we obtain large positive error

values, while there are not large negative error values to
large positive ones.
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dest

Internet
hop1

source
Figure 11: S heme of the Internet tests.

Table 3: Mean and varian e of the RTT (real and estimated): Internet experiments
exp.

RTT at the sour e (s)

ID

mean

peak

0.0389

o-peak

0.0448

Empirical CDF

1
0.8

estimated RTT (s)

varian e
−5
1.7194 10
−6
2.4014 10

mean

varian e
−6

0.0422

2.4034

0.0446

2.9448

10
10−6

peak hour
off-peak

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-30

-20

-10

0
error (%)

10

20

30

Figure 12: Empiri al CDF of the error between the RTT measured at the sour e
and estimated (Internet experiments).

Figure 12 shows the whole empiri al CDFs of the error. As for the testbed
experiments, the estimate lies within
equal to

10%

of the true value with probability

99%.

8 Open Issues and Con lusions
In this report we have presented a methodology, based on spe trum analysis,
for the passive online estimation of the RTT of a long-lived TCP

onne tion,

using one-way tra . The estimation of the RTT represents a basi

building

INRIA
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blo k in the framework of Semanti

Networking, where ow-aware routers

implement novel AQM te hniques in order to

We validate our solution through measurements in a
over the Internet showing a good a

an

ontrol the tra .
ontrolled testbed and

ura y. We plan to extend the evaluation

using dierent s enarios: for instan e, it is interesting to understand the variation in estimation a

ura y as the RTT varies due to

hanges in the routing or

in the number of ows sharing a link.
Sin e the method is based only on the arrival pattern, it is

lear that if

the arrival pattern is strongly modied inside the network, the method may
not be a

urate. For instan e, if we observe a ow after it has passed through

a bottlene k, the arrival pattern may be ome a

ontinuous stream of pa kets.

Should this happen, the method may not be appli able, however one would
still be able to estimate the rate of a
estimator for instan e.

onne tion through a moving average

In future evaluations, we plan to investigate in detail

the s enarios where the methodology may not be a
a

urate, in order to provide

omprehensive view of the benets of our solution.
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